“What you think about isn’t nearly as
important as the way you think about
what you think about”

FIVE reasons to make sure you attend The
Winning Edge - RELOADED:
1. Keeping ideas alive in your mind is the best way
to guarantee better results
2. Discover how others have experienced major
change just by thinking differently
3. Extend your learning and understanding with
enhanced thinking models
4. Experience The Winning Edge principles from
the Founder – Richard Jackson
5. Continue your journey of personal development
and growth
… and above all, give yourself the best possible
opportunity to experience powerful, positive and
lasting change.
As a former participant of The Winning Edge,
please use this opportunity to book early and
secure your seat. To make it even easier for you
to book we have recently set up a new payment
facility via PayPal, allowing you to pay the course
fee via your credit card, or other PayPal source
– please see the booking form overleaf for details
– or call us – 0844 884 3097 – to book direct.
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Attending this one-day event is essential if you:
• have been eager to revisit The Winning Edge ideas and
concepts
• want to gain even more impact by refreshing the feelings
and emotions you first experienced on The Winning Edge
• want to improve how you apply - Thinking-to-Results,
Dominant Thought Theory, The Choice Model, Personal
Response-Ability and the other powerful lessons you
discovered with us
• want to be among the first people to learn two additional
thinking concepts new to The Winning Edge
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Are you ready to release your full potential?
How has your life changed since you attended The
Winning Edge and learned about new ways to think and
focus on what you want in life?
We certainly hope that the ideas, concepts and practical
thinking methods that you gained from The Winning
Edge have had a powerful and dramatic impact. You
might be interested to know that you are one of over
120,000 people who have experienced our acclaimed
programme over the past 25 years. Like many of them,
we hope you too have experienced significant change
in your life as a result. Maybe, like some of these former
participants, there are still lots of new changes you want
to create…
The concepts and ideas we present in The Winning
Edge are simple and, we believe, fundamental tools
in helping you move towards creating the career and
personal life you want and deserve to enjoy. We have
numerous reports from those who have been through
our programme and have experienced literally lifechanging results in their careers, personal relationships,
health and lifestyle, success and wealth, peace and
happiness, etc. Many of our corporate clients report
significant and lasting change helping them to increase
results, build stronger and more profitable organisations
and be better prepared for some potentially tough times
ahead.

“How do you navigate around the lighthouses in your life?”

Lots of former participants of The Winning Edge tell us they want
to access even more powerful ways of embedding and fixing the
ideas and concepts they have learned through our programme.
For many the chance to revisit the material on The Winning Edge
is a powerful way to refresh, re-evaluate and regain direction
and purpose, helping to bring about more growth and personal
development.
In response to a large number of requests we have created a
special refresher programme specifically for former participants
of The Winning Edge who want to revisit the material and help to
create even more positive change and growth in their lives.
This dynamic new programme – The Winning Edge
RELOADED – is a powerful one-day event open only to past
delegates of the programme and has been carefully designed
to give you fast and immediate revision of the material you
experienced when you first attended the programme.

“You’ve previously attended The Winning Edge and experienced a whole new
approach to what we call ‘Mindset Management’. Since then you’ve probably
experienced a whole new way to look at your life and how you want to take more
control of it. Remember though, ideas and thinking-tools alone are not enough, you
need to act and exercise these in all aspects of your daily life. More than anything
it’s vital that you keep The Winning Edge concepts alive and active in your brain.

By doing this you will be experiencing the positive outcomes that result from
managing your thinking more appropriately. What plans, goals and aspirations do
you have for the months ahead? What positive changes are you focused on bringing
into your life over the next twelve months? What will you do to give you the very best
chance of achieving these?”
Richard Jackson, Co-Founder of Mancroft International & The Winning Edge

To state your interest in attending this course
please fill in and return this form to:
Mancroft International, Drayton Old Lodge,
146 Drayton High Road, Norwich, NR8 6AN, UK
Tel: 0844 884 3097
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Beyond The Winning Edge
In addition to the carefully focused material, which will revisit the
core elements of the full programme, you will also be exposed to
two valuable and exciting new concepts that will help you even
more to release your potential and improve your ability to drive
positive change and personal growth.
If you want to recapture those feelings and emotions you first
experienced when completing The Winning Edge for the first time
and want to re-energise your focus on bringing powerful and
positive change into your life, book to reserve your place on our
next The Winning Edge RELOADED now.
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